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Q1. How do you prefer receiving information about workshops, speakers, athletic games, and other events? Check all that apply.
Answer Options
JALC Text
Desire2Learn (D2L)
E-mail/VolMail
In-Class Announcements
Flyers
Facebook
Twitter
Other (please specify)

Response
49.5%
33.5%
58.9%
28.1%
12.1%
13.8%
4.7%
1.2%

answered question
skipped question

Response
201
136
239
114
49
56
19
5
406
4

Other (please specify)

On paper
None
None
My personal email
I don't

Q2. How do you prefer receiving information about JALC services, payment deadlines, and other general information? Check all that apply.
Answer Options
JALC Text
Desire2Learn (D2L)
E-mail/VolMail
In-Class Announcements
Flyers
Facebook
Twitter
Other (please specify)

Response
Percent
56.1%
33.0%
68.5%
21.1%
5.6%
7.9%
3.3%
1.3%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
221
130
270
83
22
31
13
5
394
16

Other (please specify)

On paper
Mail
MyJALC homepage
My personal email
Letters

Q3. How often do you check the following?

Answer Options
VolMail
D2L
MyJALC
Facebook
Twitter
Instagram
Snapchat
Google+

Daily

2-3 times per
week

Once a week

Once every
other week

Once a month

Never

Response
Count

142
164
93
240
99
177
223
77

103
146
132
43
25
23
16
40

62
35
67
17
13
18
11
23

28
13
30
9
5
5
4
9

31
5
36
6
19
14
7
12

34
33
28
75
200
140
123
207

400
396
386
390
361
377
384
368

answered question
skipped question

409
1

Q4. If the College had live entertainment such as comedians & musicians, when would you be able to attend? Check all that apply.
Answer Options
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Never
Other:

8am-10am

10am-12pm

12pm-2pm

2pm-4pm

4pm-6pm

6pm-8pm

Never

24
23
25
22
21
0

29
31
30
28
28
0

47
47
49
48
47
0

64
69
65
62
67
0

96
99
92
98
99
0

126
121
114
127
157
0

0
0
0
0
0
100

answered question
skipped question
Other (please specify)

Saturday and Sunday
Whenever things weren't busy and it depends on the theme
Only if I had a babysitter or if it is child appropriate
Sundays

Response
Count
285
243
239
243
272
100
26
390
20

Weekends only
Saturdays
Depends on work and school schedule
Not interested
Weekends
Saturday/Sunday
My schedule changes weekly
Sometimes just depends
I don't know
Saturday 6-8PM
After classes
Any
Not on fridays
Depends on assignment
Weekends
Depends on work schedule
Saturday 6-10 pm
Weekends 6-8 pm
Saturday: all day
Maybe
By event basis
Weekends

Q5. How likely would you be to attend athletic games if they started at 3pm?
Answer Options
Very likely
Likely
Unlikely
Very unlikely

Response
Percent
7.1%
21.4%
30.0%
41.5%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
29
87
122
169
407
3

Q6. How interested are you in attending a drive-in movie night (6pm or later) at JALC?
Response
Percent
26.4%
45.7%
13.8%
14.1%

Answer Options
Very interested
Interested
Uninterested
Very uninterested

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
101
175
53
54
383
27

Q7. If the College offered open use of the basketball gym to all students, when would you use it? Check all that apply.
Answer Options
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Never
Other

8am-10am

10am-12pm

12pm-2pm

2pm-4pm

4pm-6pm

6pm-8pm

Never

20
19
20
20
21
0

19
17
18
17
20
0

35
34
36
35
40
0

51
50
51
48
53
0

74
76
71
77
79
0

78
79
71
81
87
0

0
0
0
0
0
215

answered question
skipped question
Other (please specify)

Saturday
Ball is life
Any and/or all times, various times because of schedule
Same as above
Anytime the athletic teams are not using the court
Never. It's a college court, it needs to stay in good condition.
Yes
Same as other
Anytime I have available after classes
Anytime
Any
I'm really bad at basketball
It would just depend on my availability
Yes, in spare time or exercise while playing, after assignment
Weekends
Yes please
Saturday anytime
8-10pm like a normal college, not a community center

Response
Count
162
153
156
154
169
215
21
390
20

Not an athlete
Briefly
Between Classes
Q8. We are considering a class sampling event where students could sit in on classes before they sign up for the next semester, so they can learn more
about the class and instructor. How likely would you be to participate?
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
Very likely
29.4%
119
Likely
40.5%
164
Unlikely
19.5%
79
Very unlikely
10.6%
43
answered question
405
skipped question
5

Q9. At this event, information sessions about additional services may be offered. Which services would you like to learn more about? Check all that
apply.
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
Information Technology Department (VolMail, WiFi, etc.)
17.5%
61
Desire2Learn (D2L)
22.1%
77
Tutoring
26.1%
91
Career Services
33.6%
117
TRiO
8.6%
30
Campus Police/Security
7.8%
27
Scholarships and Financial Aid
55.7%
194
Crisis Counseling
5.2%
18
Transferring to 4-year schools
40.8%
142
Cosmetology Services
11.2%
39
Dental Services
16.7%
58
CHEC (Community Health Education Complex)
14.1%
49
Other (please specify)
14
answered question
348
skipped question
62
Other (please specify)

Travel abroad programs
None
None
None
None
None
Veteran services

None
Supervisor
More tech classes available
How to use my other schooling options
I work for the IT Department
Deal through college (cosmetology haircuts, oil change, etc)
Recreational Classes - Hunting, Fishing, Archery, Shooting

Q10. Did you know that an activity fee was instituted this semester for students taking at least 6 credit hours?
Response
Percent
52.4%
47.6%

Answer Options
Yes
No

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
194
176
370
40

Q11. Did you know that the activity fee provides students:
Answer Options

Yes

No

Access to the CHEC workout facility?
Enrollment in one (1) fitness class?
Admission to select athletic games?
Admission to select performances?

197
126
101
93

200
268
292
300

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
397
394
393
393
399
11

Q12. Do you know where to sign up for free tutoring?
Answer Options
Yes
No

Response
Percent
48.6%
51.4%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
198
209
407
3

Q13. If you have a disability, do you know where to go to receive accommodations for your classes?
Answer Options
Yes
No
Not Applicable

Response
Percent
19.5%
12.8%
67.7%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
78
51
270
399
11

Q14. Do you know how to apply for the TRiO Support Services program?
Answer Options
Yes
No

Response
Percent
21.4%
78.6%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
86
315
401
9

Q15. What one thing could JALC have done to make your transition to JALC from high school, military service, or other situation easier?
Answer Options

answered question
skipped question
Other (please specify)

Nothing, it was easy
Nothing comes to mind immediately
Make an effort to help students understand what needs to be taken care of such as financial aid and deadlines
Help me focus on school
Nothing, it was alright
Being paired with an advisor who is in your major
Cosmetology has trouble with the financial stuff and paying but overall it has been fine just regular miscommunication, technology issues
I don't know
Fewer hoops for out of district students to jump through
Nothing
I had a fairly easy transition
N/A
I'm a former student and I didn't have a problem with the transition
Create more job opportunities and increase the scholarships

Response
Count
198
198
212

Have a bigger teacher staff to allow more classes to be formed and not having to worry about classes filling up too fast
Having the tours, helping us sign up for class at our schools, talking to us one on one
Explain more about an associates degree and whether you need one to go on to a 4-year college
I wish I lifted more
More information for online services (D2L, Volmail), it is very confusing.
Everyone is helpful and nice, so finding classes and making new friends is easy
Coming from a family who has never been to college, it was hard knowing where to go and who to talk to about transferring and graduation information.
Listening, caring, actually engaging individually
Gave us a "plan" of the classes as well as credit hours that we need to accomplish before graduation. I also wish I knew more about dual credit when I was
in high school (probably their fault not JALC)
Better help on what to do with financial aid and how to sign up and fill out paperwork for it
Given more accurate information quicker
Warmer rooms in G wing
Perfect
Letting us use our own email instead of volmail
Possible tours of college when visiting, more info for financial aid
Easier access to information, more efficient website
It was pretty simple
Give me all my FAFSA required information on one visit instead of giving 1 sheet per visit after waiting an hour or more every time. This happened 4
different times. I would rather get all of those in one visit.
More education on all programs available
N/A
If you know I have a bachelors degree from my FAFSA and that I don't qualify for assistance, don't require me to meet with someone about it.
It was smooth because I did dual credit
Nothing
Tell us how to get extra help (tutoring)
Allow students to register for classes/certain programs w/o permission/consent of advisor
An information sheet to have
Nothing. Very helpful with signing up for classes, and making transfer easier
Everything has been great for me. I have no complaints.
Transportation - a lot of students have to drive far
When I was a senior in 2012 we took a field trip here and signed up for classes. It couldn't have been any easier.
Explained online portals (D2L, Volmail, MYJALC)
The tour of the campus before the semester started
I did it on my own so nothing more could have been done
It was a good transition
Come to the school to talk about the transition
Supplied a packet about important deadlines and dates
It was a pretty easy transition
Less forms
Nothing
Nothing
Could have mentioned the activity fee. My semester is almost over and I haven't utilized it once.
More military knowledge for students in the National Guard, and help in receiving benefits. The veterans office on campus is disorganized.
Give credit for work experience (non-military)

Smaller classes, more focus
Nothing
Everything has been very efficient and easy to navigate
Nothing
Nothing, everything was pretty simple
Nothing
I don't know
IDK
Nothing
Nothing, everything was fine
Transition was pretty smooth
It was pretty easy. Maybe more detailed info on how to fill out certain paperwork, but that's it.
Give more info on JALC
More help coming into college. For example with FAFSA, classes, finding an advisor
List all documents that you may or may not need
Nothing
They made it easy
Give more info about JALC
N/A
Give more info on JALC
Nothing to name
Provide more background on classes
No class every day
Guidance Counselor
Calm my nerves
Nothing
I think that JALC makes transition fairly easy
Nothing
N/A
N/A
Better advisor at the beginning
Started earlier in life
It transfers from one semester to the next instead of doing complete application/packages for disability services, etc.
The transition for me was as smooth as it could it be.
N/A
Nothing
More info in the beginning - financial aid in particularly
Nothing
Not having a lot of people in school. I went to a high school that had 3,500 students in it.
It's kind of easy here and I play sports
Nothing
N/A
Nothing
Nothing
More info on how to transfer transcripts and info on financial aid

Nothing, they have done a great job.
Transition was fine
Nothing
N/A
Nothing!
The summer classes allowed me to get ahead, JALC needs more
More frequent bus rides to carbondale
Nothing
Power-point for field going into
Nothing
Nothing
Teach me a little more about D2L because I'm used to doing assignments online.
Maturing
N/A
N/A
New auditorium
New auditorium
New auditorium
My transition was smooth
Better informed advisors
The transition from high school was not significant so nothing
Visit by more JALC staff
It was easy
Mariachi bands lining the hallway on the first day of school and free tacos
More financial aid/scholarship info/instructions. More advertisement on programs too.
More information
Nothing really
The college was fine, the high school didn't help at all
Get high school students enrolled easier...so we can get into class sooner
Better intro to D2L
Could have been more responsive/open
Let students sit in on classes to see how they are
Nothing
Done everything very well
Have the school open more hours for food
The transition went pretty smooth
Studied more and ask more questions
Nothing I can think of at the moment.
Had the first day of instruction been more geared to finding different things around the college
N/A
Have a free cafeteria buffet line
More support and help me understand better, also, the right kind of program for deaf (in past I had no interpreters)
Everything was simple enough for me.
Knowing others
Intro classes

Better advisors
It was fairly easy for me
Friendliness and helpfulness of the advisors
Class sampling as detailed above
N/A
Tours
N/A
Knowing more about how to check my grades and how to find them.
During high school days, being paired with an advisor who was in my chosen major
Better communication
They could have given me a tour of my program before I started (cosmetology)
N/A
N/A
Meeting with college advisors maybe junior year of high school instead (less of a shock)
None
Nothing
Explaining how to use the website better
None
Speak more about how transfer students need to prepare at JALC
N/A
Offer more class times
N/A
Advisors help you ease into the harder classes
A handbook about services available to students. Info is currently spread over several places where we just find it by chance. I've been here for 3 years
and still find out about things available to me.
Explain or mention the activity fees
Financial aid help
Get rid of the liars saying "We're here for you"
Nothing
Making sure my advisor knew what classes I actually needed
A checklist of everything needed per office
They have done a very good job. I wouldn't change anything.
I think it went pretty well.
N/A
Basketball
Nothing
JALC is very easy to transition to
Offered an orientation class for 1 credit that told us about services over the semester even block class
The ease of the classes; faculty and students are very chill/understanding
N/A
I think it was smooth
N/A
N/A
N/A
Carpool

Nothing
Tour of the building (where my classroom would be)
Not much at all
Info packets
Connect me with other students of similar circumstance
It was easy enough
Wrestling program

Q16. Please rate your familiarity with the following:
Answer Options

Unfamiliar

Student Senate's purposes
How to contact Student Senate
Locations of Student Senate comment boxes
Service projects (food drive, Angel Tree, etc.)

265
291
279
227

Somewhat
familiar
88
65
64
98

Very familiar
39
36
37
55

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
392
392
380
380
393
17

Q17. Please rate Student Senate as follows:
Answer Options
Methods of contacting Student Senate
Effectiveness as the voice of the student body
Effectiveness at involving students on campus
Service projects (food drive, Angel Tree, etc.)

Very
dissatisfied

Dissatisfied

Satisfied

Very satisfied

No opinion

Response
Count

77
68
58
57

27
33
24
27

36
37
52
41

21
28
43
54

227
223
207
205

388
389
384
384

answered question
skipped question

389
21

Q18. If you could change anything about John A. Logan College, what would it be?
Answer Options

answered question
skipped question
Other (please specify)

Fees for classes
The cost of new text books and access to used/cheap text books
Less teachers for the same program which would give us more consistency
N/A
Air conditioning
Not getting rid of the dental hygiene program
I love JALC
N/A
The school
Nothing
More extracurricula's offered
Extracurricular club availability
Cosmetology wants a coffee machine in the department. Even if we have to bring our own, we want to be allowed to have it.
Price of textbooks
Continue the Dental Hygiene program or at least making transferring to a different hygiene program easier.
Fishing team, archery team
HIT program classes offered year round
Make JALC website easier to access
The nursing program has outdated requirements
They should have public transportation to and from school
More activities rather than just "school-home" pattern
Nothing
Lower tuition
The tutoring was unorganized
More free swim
N/A
No complaints
Harder evaluation on teachers, I feel like some teachers that I have had don't care about their job or showing up
More grants, scholarships
Team color
Nothing, I think JALC is okay
More parking and better food
Better food, more events
This semester I feel that some departments lacked teachers who really knew the course material
The mascot

Response
Count
259
259
151

I wish that it was a 4-year college instead of a two-year. I don't want to leave.
Should care about students
Nothing
Academic scholarships cover summer tuition as well
Warmer rooms in G wing
Let us use our own email
More online courses
Healthy options in vending machines
Certain programs are extremely unorganized/seem understaffed (nursing)
Nursing program is very unorganized on the teachers part
Fees and communication
Less expensive
More classes available in chemistry department with other instructors
I would like all fees to be applied by my payment due date, not three weeks later, so I think I have paid all tuition but actually owe another $250-500
Involvement of some instructors (follow up/follow through)
More events, more life, cultural awareness
Nothing comes to mind
Enforce the "smoke free" campus, cigarette filters are every where.
N/A
Fitness center switch to scanning in as opposed to ID #.
I'd move it closer to where I live
Offering every class in required curriculum every semester, not just once a year
More ELT classes
More school events
Teachers
Math teachers
More programs, more entertainment on campus
At first signing into volmail was confusing when I first came here - maybe improving volmail, D2L awareness
N/A
More qualified instructors, let a lot of good ones go for money
Administration should remove teachers that they know are not good for the college/students.
Make tutoring easier to find
N/A
Offer pre-law classes and bachelor degrees
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
N/A
I love everything.
Make better decisions in who is hired as an instructor and how they run their classes
Prices at campus bookstore
It's fine how it is
More community involvement
Not having an activity fee
Nothing

Have a football team and more healthy but non expensive food options
Amount of classes offered
An orientation for ALL freshman
Most classes are offered on certain days and times, so more availability
More programs
Cheaper cafeteria food
More classes offered (programs)
Nothing
More student services
The math assessment, its all Algebra. Algebra is fine, but I have been in the workforce 20 years and never used it once.
The organic chemistry teacher
N/A
Cost less
Picture of teachers/employees on website
Nothing
More online classes
Nothing
IDK
N/A
Nothing
Pretty satisfied so far
Nothing
Making sure you have all classes for 4-year universities.
Just more help coming in from high school.
Open gym
Better ways to find things (location)
Nothing
Nothing
Work with 4 year universities better
N/A
N/A
Provide more background on classes
Size
Not much
Nothing
Tuition cost
The small connected chair/desks in many of the c-wing classrooms
N/A
That JALC would offer health care for students
Testing to get into certain programs. A lot of students are very smart, but those test give extreme anxiety.
N/A
Lower the cost
The medical assistant being at an extension center
That they would cover more fees and other things in tuition
Get an architecture program that transfers to SIU

More tutors in one subject
Guidance office providing more solid answers
All job fairs, etc. that could have an impact on students made available until 5 PM.
Offering of more night classes
Nothing
Nothing
Make it easier to navigate for new students
Carpet in the hallways
The library
Bigger gym
Keep the dental hygiene program
Financial aid office is awful to work with. They are not good at communicating with people.
Bring back dental hygiene program
Bring back the dental hygiene program
Bring back the dental hygiene program
Bring dental hygiene back
Nothing, I think they have done a great job.
N/A
Bring back hygiene, communication perks (i.e. activity fee and what it includes)
N/A
More outside seating areas
Lower tuition
Nothing
More bus routes
Better academic conductors
Communication
Book prices
Nothing
Nothing, everything is fine
To not make the parking lots flood
Free lunch/breakfast, cheaper tuition
More class closed announcements
New auditorium
N/A
N/A
New choir chairs for choir room
My classes in G-wing
Them not firing the humanities department
The fired teachers should be rehired and given back all their original benefits
N/A
Better career services and add internships
New auditorium (bigger), larger shop for backstage area
Bring back the experienced teachers with PHD's and raise the quality of education in the process
Bring back quality instructors
Admin/advisors giving more information and help

No easy way to transfer to another hygiene program
It's great, nothing
More cow bells
Nothing
CHEC membership should be free for all students (not sure if it is) and students should be better notified about access to facility
Nothing
Build a rec center
Air conditioning
Make it more affordable to come here
Certain classes and the food
Food options
Charging everyone an activity fee even if they don't use the services provided.
Nothing
Pool open more
I think the tutoring should be up to date. When I went in to tutor, she didn't remember my math 120.
Make it cheaper
Nothing
I would change JALC to have more classes that SIU also offers. I wish I could get my bachelors here.
The updates for D2L at certain times don't allow to be able to get the work done that needs to get done.
Free cafeteria buffet line
Better rec for the students
It's perfect! It's like a family.
Nothing
The disorganized class schedules for most degrees
Hire more teachers, pay them more
They should let students use the basketball courts
Nothing comes to mind
More professors
Less expensive books
More advertising of sporting events
N/A
I have five instructors for one class - two full time and three part time - they all teach the same techniques different ways and none of them want the different
ways to overlap.
Don't change the website so often
That my instructors were allowed to print out our worksheets for us. Tuition is expensive enough, it should cover the cost of that expense or allow computer
labs to be open later.
More students getting involved
More access to scholarships
I would like to have more full-time instructors to teach us.
Adding more eating areas around campus (cosmetology department)
More food options and coffee places, vendors, maps of campus
Nothing
Nothing
Website
The website is hard to navigate.

Nothing comes to mind
Communication and instructor variety
Perhaps more organized departments
Have the gym be open later and on Sundays like every other college
N/A
More selection of class times for more difficult classes
More lab funding for better experiments
Some of the teachers are awful
Making it to where degree program removal and program changes effect students less negatively. Example: no architecture program and changes to civil
engineering degree.
More help in advisement, especially with preparing to transfer to a four year.
The cost seems to be getting higher
More diversity
Nothing
Working vending machines, more comfortable chairs
Bring life savers back
Activities/involvement
Put a soccer field in the center of campus
More outside seating and better landscape
I wouldn't change anything.
Not sure
When emailing a professor, receiving an email back so you know they received it
Equipment and get a real Starbucks
Gym, more food places
I would have more options of hours of special activities such as those courses that happen at 1 pm since I have class at that time
Nothing
More extra activities
Public phone chargers, full time staff not part time that only have 1 hour office hours
The communication
The board
More interesting classes
I wish we had more evening classes available
Open longer than 4 pm
Nothing
Classroom organization
N/A
Nothing
Make dorms for student to stay
IDK
Beautification of campus (cleaner windows, etc.)
All the different fees
Have more night classes
Get a weekly newsletter roundup
Nothing
I would start a wrestling program.

Q19. What do you like most about John A. Logan College?
Answer Options

answered question
skipped question
Other (please specify)

Working and going to school at same place, it's convenient
It's local, fairly priced and an open environment for seeking knowledge.
It's cheaper and centrally located to home
It's cheap and close by
The people
The variety of programs the students can't test into
The number of students in a class, and the helpful and understanding professors.
The hallways are quiet and the classrooms aren't big, which gives students a chance to open up to teachers
It's quiet
Easy registration
Friendly staff and faculty
The people and most teachers
Most teachers are reasonable, good courses, friendly, I feel safe here
It's really simple
I feel prepared to enter the workforce in my field.
How close to home it is
Class sizes
The communication through volmail
Being in the nursing program
The location
The classes I have attended have the best instructors!
Open and easily accessible facilities
The teachers and the different opportunities given to us
How well the credits transfer
The liberals
Local
How everything is so close and connected
The prices are decent, and most teachers are as well
JALC feel like home
Not the team color
I can always find classes to fit my schedule
Small class sizes
Small
The majority of everyone here is very helpful

Response
Count
281
281
129

It made transitioning from high school to college easier
Small
The price
Small, good environment
Mostly easy classes
The warming environment provided by teachers
Small and friendly staff/students
N/A
Night classes for people who work
Location
Evening classes
Price, class availability, location
Convenience and location
Size
It's easy going, beautiful, always smiling faces
It isn't Rend Lake College
Convenience, friendly/helpful staff
Wide range of parking
N/A
Fairly cheap
Size of classes
Affordability, low student to instructor ratio
The cost of attending
Cheap
How close it is to home
Small class size
Easy to find and get to classes
Free tutoring service helped me a lot last semester
Student faculty ratio, athletics
Convenient
The teachers that actually care about the students.
Affordable price and close to SIU
All of my previous professors have really shown they care about my grades
Boys basketball
The automotive collision program and their instructors
Small campus
It's nice
Class
Online classes
I love everything. My teachers, and classmates have been great. I definitely would rate this school a 5/5!
Good selection of classes
Cheap and close to home.
Great teachers
The smallness and activity days
The staff is really great

The amount of money I save coming here compared to SIU
Size and location
The freedom and class selection
Small classes
It's easy to navigate
It's intimate like a high school
Small campus with only one building
It's close to home
The smaller campus
You can be comfortable and be yourself here, most people here are friendly to one another
Faculty and staff are nice to people
Good faculty
It's easy to attend.
The biology department
N/A
The people
Auto Body
The atmosphere
Very friendly and laid back
Nothing
D2L
Informative classes
Nothing
Instructors
IDK
My instructors
How hands on the instructors are
Easy to get around
I can find a parking spot
Class sizes
Cheap
The transition from high school
It is close to home
How friendly everyone is and willing to help if you ask.
The environment
Good teachers
How the campus is set up
Small classes, teachers are very accessible
Good staff
N/A
Easy transition from high school, somewhat affordable
Nothing
Free gym
Free gym
It's John A...what's more to like

It's variety of certificates and programs
Class sizes are small and instruction are very attentive
The D2L program
The student/instructor communication, the opportunities it has to offer
The faculty
How helpful the advisors are
N/A
It's local
Smaller classes, easy access to advisors
I like that they have the extension center in my home town
Price of tuition
It's cheaper than SIU
Availability
The size
The convenience from traveling from my house
The teachers
Free food
The advisement office does a great job accommodating to your life when making your semester schedule
"Why would you go anywhere else?" slogan
The baseball team
The environment
Easy to navigate
Dental program
Supportive professors
Affordable
Affordable and a pretty clean campus
It's good with hands on teaching
N/A
The ability to complete my program
How it is different from the community college where I live
Class sizes
Seems to keep up with technology. Seems to care about individual students too.
Free food
The price
Cheap
The teachers
Nothing
I can actually find a parking spot
To help me get a job
Teachers and learning
Location
Choir
The people and the choir
Friendliness and the family like atmosphere
The community

It is incredibly similar to high school
Choir
People that don't work there anymore. Also the music program/department.
Small classes, easy access to teachers
N/A
Diversity and majors
The faculty/staff and the friends I've made here. It is affordable and the choir is awesome.
It is an affordable option that promotes varied educational pursuits
JALC choir
Affordable/free choir/theatrical events
Dental Programs
The experience
The campus
Classes/teachers, parking is good
How small it is
The professors
The professors
The way the teachers teach the students
I don't know
Open environment
The drive there
Everything
The classes I take, and the cafeteria food
I like how small the classes are and how you can get one on one help with the teacher if needed.
The learning
It's local
The tuition price and the ease of making payments
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday parking is easy to find.
Meeting new people
Teachers and sports
Very friendly, supportive, it changed my life a lot. To learn how to trust and communicate in socialization.
Teacher/student bond
Mostly the sporting events.
The size
Sports
Instructors who work hard to teach students
The quality of teachers
Location and price
Small class sizes
Everything
Online and in class courses are easy to enroll in and fit my schedule
Close to home
Clean, friendly environment, student help from instructors
Familiarity of students and staff
Price, close to home, small class sizes

It's local and not too big, also very clean and tidy
Location
All of the options and ways to get involved
Location and instructors
I like that the classes are smaller and not over crowded.
I like the friendliness of everyone.
N/A
I like how the college is clean and administration are friendly
Small classes
The teachers care about the students and the classes are small
Small classes
Most of the teachers are wiling to put in extra time to help you.
Small classes
The programs provided close to home
Friendly staff, encourage you to progress and not give up
Instructors
The staff
Small class size
Great teachers
Size
Lower cost than university
Close to home
Flexible hours for classes
It is close to my hometown and I receive face to face interaction with my instructors
Lots of vending machines
The hallway that I sit at has no one else there
The transition was very easy from high school to JALC
I really do love the school, everyone is very kind
How calm and relaxing it is
Close to home
Community among students
The professors know each student individually, allowing the students to feel comfortable.
I like how they help you understand everything and the events they hold.
The diversity
Small, know a lot of people
See your teachers around like they're your friends
The whole school
The warmth of the staff and friendliness of the students
I like that they have events to help students learn more about their programs
Flexibility
The people
The environment
The staff and faculty are very nice
There is always events with free food, most of my teachers are awesome
That there are ice cream machines

The people
Everything
The fun classes (selection)
I really like the student success center
Cafeteria, art and professors
How friendly the staff is
Education by teachers
The friendly people
Teachers I have are very understanding and they want to help.
The class size
They are always willing to work with you
Tuition price
The people here
Working here
Teachers
Easy communication with instructors and other students
The friends I meet at class
What don't I like
How the classes are
Cheap
Non trad student
Small class sizes, great instructors

